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(Palermo 1974)
Lives and works in Palermo. Graduated in Painting at the Academy of Fine
Arts of Palermo, he has displayed his works in several personal and
collective exhibitions in Italy and abroad.
His work recalls a state of suspension, a quiet atmosphere that is manifested through light tonal
changes and that finds in light it focal point. After an initial pictorial search developed by using the
“classical” method of oil on canvas, in his most recent creations a predilection for water colour is
predominant. This is the most congenial medium for conveying the idea of a work in the making, to which
the sense of a more intimate urgency can be given. The paper, by evoking a sense of fragility and of the
ephemeral, reveals itself as the ideal support onto which visions, sensations and travelling notes can be
transposed. The black&white choice is a synthesis deprived of any futile ornament, deprived of any
embellishment and chromatic distractions. Points of light, still natures, pure shapes, borders of change,
screens pointing at themselves like lights shone upon a dark horizon, these are the subjects of the works that
scan polysemantic and fragmented narrations. The human figure, if present, is never the protagonist, serving
a function of support, like the easel or the palette of the artist: it helps revealing the work like a discrete hand
raising the curtain. “Chamber painting”, like music.
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30PoV, charcoal on gray Bristol paper, 2018

A big picture, 2016, china on paper, 114x 158cm.

Exercise of memory – 2016, print inkjet on paper, 60 sheets, 13x13cm each.
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